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ART

Cover  Listen Up [mixed media]  •  Gary Kelley
22  Fatal Misstep [mixed media]  •  Daniel Zender
30  Thyroid Cancer [mixed media]  •  Jack O’Brien Detrano
46  Snow Fence [photograph]  •  Michael Knappstein
56  End of Series [digital mixed media]  •  Harry Campbell
62  Cyanometer [cyanoscope]  •  Noah Doely

FICTION

23  Please Do Not Go Beyond This Point  •  Becky Hagenston
31  Para Sempre  •  Juliana Crespo
47  Hold Steady  •  Erin Flanagan
62  Boiling Out  •  Kate Lister-Campbell

NONFICTION

43  And There Was  •  Anna Sandy Elrod
54  Four from “Sister Zero”  •  Vance Van Winckel
56  Personal Effects  •  Stephany Wilkes

POETRY

Inside Cover  Silver Maples  •  James Hearst
4  The Invention of Ether  •  Katy Aisenberg
5  The Artist  •  Erin Redfern
6  How Astonishing  •  Jessica Barksdale
6  Unripped  •  Jessica Barksdale
7  I Forget About Fame  •  Jessica Barksdale
8  Boy Astride a Grand Piano  •  John Glowney
8  Portrait of Everyone  •  MRB Chelko
9  Peacetime, Always  •  MRB Chelko
9  After the Peacocks  •  Hannah Perrin King
10  Prayers, 1490  •  Jennifer Barber
10  Lingua Franca  •  John Promnus
11  Church Songs  •  Max Schleicher
11  Prayer to Garlic  •  Greg Emilio
12  Praise Planet: Galactic Ballet  •  Erica Bodwell
13  Inventory  •  Erica Bodwell
13  Playing the Widow Card  •  Faith Shearin
14  Persephone as Black Son  •  Derick Ebert
14  Overnight a Thicket  •  Rebecca Foust
15  L Lazarus  •  Jessie Ehman
16  Juxtaposing the Black Girl & the Abuse  •  Shirley Jones-Luke
16  For a Colleague Who Died Suddenly and Unexpectedly  •  John Hodgén
17  Clownfish  •  Dana Rosser
18  Percether  •  David Giannini
18  Trigger  •  Monica Fields
19  Pink Moon  •  Tina Barr
19  White Lightning  •  John Warner Smith
20  Etymology of a Name  •  Cristina Medina
28  Widower  •  Peter Cooley
29  What is beautiful? What is sad? What is apocalyptic?  •  Martha Silano
40  Protest Against  •  Naoko Fujimoto
41  Love Is a Luminous Insect at the Window  •  Martin Espada
41  Thorndike Street  •  Brian Simoneau
42  Free Fall  •  Mitchell Unch
70  At the Art Institute of Chicago  •  Elizabeth Rees
70  return  •  Daneen Wardrop

MISCELLANY

2  From the Editors
79  Contributors